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This is a definitive work about what makes the Catholic Church unique, beautiful, and true.

Recommended to all readers who would like to investigate the beliefs and practice of the Catholic

Faith. If you are a convert, a cradle Catholic, or just interested in the beliefs of the Church, this book

is a classic and perfectly succinct exposition of the faith. Adam never waters down the teachings of

the church, but always remains respectful to those of other faiths. This is a true gem of popular

theology.
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This book is considered to be the best available by respected converts such as Thomas Howard

and Scott Hahn. Adam covers all the most important points in a short book, and he covers them

very well. This is a brilliant description of what Catholicism is all about -- a must-read for Catholics

and non-Catholics alike, particularly for those who believe that the Church is nothing more than a

tyrannical, despotic body that kills reason and self-discovery in the name of absolute obedience.



One of the strengths of this book is that Adam frequently quotes the leading Protestant thinkers of

his day in order to show the limitations of Protestantism generally. To his credit, Adam is never

judgmental or hostile to non-Catholics. On the contrary, he goes to great lengths to show just how

open-minded the Church is regarding non-Catholic (and non-Christian) beliefs, and what is positive

and helpful about them. I was very surprised to find how little I knew about the complexities of, for

example, the Church's position on salvation through the Church, and the role of individual

conscience and freedom in faith. Adam shows, very convincingly, that the Catholic Church is

exceedingly fair, open, reasonable, and caring in its approach to these controversial and widely

misunderstood issues. His approach is always positive, hopeful, and logical. His arguments are

iron-clad, rooted in Scripture, and absolutely devastating. Adam's book is extremely valuable and

must be read if one wishes to gain a real understanding of Catholicism in a short book. Whether you

are a Catholic seeking to know more about your ancient faith or a non-Catholic seeking to learn

about Catholic beliefs, Adam's book is required reading.
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